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Active Article V BBA Applications

Executive Summary
This report contains the “active” Article V
applications of the 23 states applying to Congress for
an Article V Convention according to research
conducted by the Balanced Budget Amendment Task
Force. (Note: The following states have rescinded
their BBA applications; Arizona, Idaho, Louisiana,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, and Wyoming.)

States with Active BBA Applications
1. Alabama BBA Application 2011
2. Alaska BBA Application 1982
3. Arkansas BBA Application 1979
4. Colorado BBA Application 1978
5. Delaware BBA Application 1976
6. Florida BBA Application 2010*
7. Georgia BBA Application 2014*
8. Indiana BBA Application 1957, 1976, 1979
9. Iowa BBA Application 1979
10. Kansas BBA Application 1979
11. Maryland BBA Application 1977
12. Michigan BBA Application 2014
13. Mississippi BBA Application 1975
14. Missouri BBA Application 1983
15. Nebraska BBA Application 1979
16. Nevada BBA Application 1979
17. New Hampshire BBA Application 2012*
18. New Mexico BBA Application 1979
19. North Carolina BBA Application 1979
20. Ohio BBA Application 2013
21. Pennsylvania BBA Application 1979
22. Tennessee BBA Application 2014*
23. Texas BBA Application 1979

Sources
This report was compiled by Scott Rogers of the Balanced Budget Amendment Task Force from
information obtained from the Congressional Research Service, Friends of Article V, The Article V Library,
National Taxpayers Union, Senate Judiciary Committee, Balanced Budget Amendment Task Force, and
state legislative resources.
*Note: Florida, New Hampshire, Georgia, and Tennessee had rescinded their applications only to reapply.
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Cite: 128 Cong. Rec. 5643 (1982)
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Cite: 128 Cong. Rec. 5643 (1982)
Document ID: 1012

State: Alaska

Type: Application

State Action: Date of state action: Jan. 31, 1982
Citation: 128 Cong. Rec. 5643 (1982)

Status: Limited

Limited: Yes

Subsequent History:
Subject Matter: Balanced budget
Related Citations: 128 Cong. Rec. 798 (1982) (mentioned)
Notes: CRS, FN50: See generally, Congressional Quarterly, vol. 40, no. 13, March 27, 1982, at 659; see also N. Y. Times, Jan. 19,
1982 at A18; and see 125 [sic] Cong. Rec. H. 200 (daily ed., Feb. 3, 1982).
The following text was created automatically by a computer OCR scan from the original document image, and may contain errors.

POM-706. A joint resolution adopted by the Legislature of the
State of Alaska:
"RESOLUTION
"Be it resolved by the Legislature of the State of Alaska:
"Whereas annually the United States moves more deeply into
debt as its expenditures exceed its available revenues and the
Public debt now exceeds hundreds of billions of dollars; and
"Whereas annually the federal budget demonstrates the
unwillingness or inability of the federal government to spend in
conformity with available revenues; and
"Whereas proper planning, fiscal prudence, and plain good
sense require that the federal budget be in balance absent national
emergency; and
"Whereas a continuously unbalanced federal budget except in a
national emergency causes continuous and damaging inflation and
consequently a severe threat to the political and economic stability
of the United States: and
"Whereas, under Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, amendments to the Constitution may be proposed by
Congress or, on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
the states, Congress shall cell a constitutional convention for the
purpose of proposing amendments;
"Be it resolved by the Alaska State Legislature that the
Congress of the United States is requested to propose and submit
to the states an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States which would require that within four years after its
ratification by the various states, in the absence of a national
emergency, the total of all appropriations made by Congress for a
fiscal year shall not exceed the total of all estimated federal
revenues for that fiscal year; and be it
"Further resolved that, alternatively, this body makes
application and requests that the Congress of the United States
call a convention for the sole and exclusive purpose of proposing
an amendment to the Constitution of the United States which
would require that, In the absence of a national emergency, the
total of all appropriations made by Congress for a fiscal year shall
not exceed the total of all estimated federal revenues for that fiscal
year; and be it
"Further resolved that if Congress proposes such an amendment
to the Constitution this application shall no longer be of any force
or effect; and be it
"Further resolved that this application and request shall no
longer be of any force or effect if the convention is not limited to
the exclusive purpose specified by this resolution."
(The foregoing resolution was received in the Senate of
February 24, 1982, and was referred to the Committee on the

Judiciary on that day.)
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Cite: 125 Cong. Rec. 4372 (1979)
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Cite: 125 Cong. Rec. 4372 (1979)
Document ID: 1020

State: Arkansas

State Action: House Joint Resolution 1
Citation: 125 Cong. Rec. 4372 (1979)

Type: Application
Date of state action:
Status: Limited

Limited: Yes

Subsequent History:
Subject Matter: Balanced budget
Related Citations: 125 Cong. Rec. 3906 (1979) (mentioned)
Notes: In 1979, the State of Arkansas inadvertently sent to Congress an application for a constitutional convention that was passed by
only one house of the legislature; however, later in 1979, Arkansas renewed its application for a constitutional convention with
the approval of both houses of the legislature. See D. Huckabee, Constitutional Convention Applications: Addressing The
Controversy Of Counting State Applications Relating To A Deficit Spending Amendment, Library of Congress, Congressional
Research Service Report, April 27, 1979 at 5, 7, and 8.
The following text was created automatically by a computer OCR scan from the original document image, and may contain errors.

POM-78. A joint resolution adopted by the Legislature of the
State of Arkansas; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
"HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 1
"Whereas, with each passing year this Nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenues, so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars; and
"Whereas, the annual Federal budget continually demonstrates
an unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the Federal government to curtail spending to
conform to available revenues; and
"Whereas, unified budgets do not reflect actual spending
because of the exclusion of special outlays which are not included
in the budget not subject to the legal public debt limit; and
"Whereas, knowledgeable planning, fiscal prudence, and plain
good sense require that the budget reflect all Federal spending and
be In balance; and
"Whereas, believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the Federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
greatest threat which faces our Nation, we firmly believe that
constitutional restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal discipline
needed to restore financial responsibility; and
"Whereas, under Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, Amendments to the Federal Constitution may be proposed
by the Congress whenever two-thirds of both Houses deem it
necessary, or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
the several states the Congress shall call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing amendments. We believe
such action vital;
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the seventy-second General
Assembly of the State of Arkansas:
"That this Body proposes to the Congress of the United States
that procedures be instituted in the Congress to add a new Article
to the Constitution of the United States, and that the General
Assembly of the State of Arkansas requests the Congress to
prepare and submit to the several states an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, requiring in the absence of a
national emergency that the total of all Federal appropriations
made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total
of all estimated Federal revenues for that fiscal year; and
"Be it further resolved:
"That, alternatively, this Body makes application and requests
that the Congress of the United States call a constitutional
convention for the specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an

amendment to the Federal Constitution requiring in the absence of
a national emergency that the total of all Federal appropriations
made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total
of all estimated Federal revenues for that ficsal[sic] year; and
"Be it further resolved:
"That this Body also proposes that the legislatures of each of
the several states comprising the United States apply to the
Congress requesting the enactment of an appropriate amendment
to the Federal Constitution, or requiring the Congress to call a
constitutional convention for proposing such an amendment to the
Federal Constitution; and
"Be it further resolved:
"That copies of this Resolution be sent by the Secretary of State
to the Arkansas Congressional Delegation; and
"Be it further resolved:
"That the Secretary of the State of Arkansas is directed to send
copies of this Joint Resolution to the Secretary of State and
presiding officers of both Houses of the Legislature of each of the
other States in the Union, the Clerk of the United States House of
Representatives, Washington, D.C., and the Secretary of the
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
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POM-579. A joint memorial adopted by the Legislature of the
State of Colorado; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
"SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL No. 1
"Whereas, With each passing year this nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenues so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars; and
"Whereas, The annual federal budget continually demonstrates
an unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the federal government to curtail spending to conform
to available revenues; and
"Whereas, Convinced that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
greatest threat which faces our nation, we firmly believe that
constitutional restraint is vital to bring the fiscal discipline needed
to restore financial responsibility; and
"Whereas, under article V of the constitution of the United
States, amendments to the federal constitution may be proposed
by the congress whenever two-thirds of both houses deem it
necessary or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
the several states that the congress shall call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing amendments which shall
be valid to all intents and purposes when ratified by the
legislatures of three-fourths of the several states; now, therefore,
"Be It Resolved by the Senate of the Fifty-first General
Assembly of the State of Colorado, the House of Representatives
concurring herein:
"That the Congress of the United States Is hereby memorialized
to call a constitutional convention pursuant to article V of the
constitution of the United States for the specific and exclusive
purpose of proposing an amendment to the federal constitution
prohibiting deficit spending except under conditions specified in
such amendment.
"Be It Further Resolved, That this application and request be
deemed null and void, rescinded, and of no effect in the event that
such convention not be limited to such specific and exclusive
purpose.
"Be It Further Resolved, That copies of this memorial be sent to
the secretary of state and presiding officers of both houses of the
legislatures of each of the several states in the union, the clerk of
the United States house of representatives, the secretary of the
United States senate, and to each member of the Colorado
congressional delegation."
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"HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 36
"Applying to the Congress for a convention to propose an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States
"Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the 128th
General Assembly, the Senate concurring therein, that the General
Assembly of the State of Delaware hereby, and pursuant to Article
V of the Constitution of the United States, makes application to
the Congress of the United States to call a convention for the
proposing of the following amendment to the Constitution of the
United States:
'ARTICLE
The costs of operating the Federal Government shall not exceed
its income during any fiscal year, except in the event of declared
war.'
"Be it further resolved that this application by the General
Assembly of the State of Delaware constitutes a continuing
application in accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the
United States until at least two-thirds of the legislatures of the
several states have made similar applications pursuant to Article
V.
"Be it yet further resolved that since this method of proposing
amendments to the Constitution has never been completed to the
point of calling a convention and no interpretation of the power of
the states in the exercise of this right has ever been made by any
court or any qualified tribunal, if there be such, and since the
exercise of the power is a matter of basic sovereign rights and the
interpretation thereof is primarily in the sovereign government
making such exercise and since the power to use such right in full
also carries the power to use such right in part, the General
Assembly of the State of Delaware interprets Article V to mean
that if two-thirds of the states make application for a convention
to propose an identical amendment to the Constitution for
ratification with a limitation that such amendment be the only
matter before it, that such convention would have power only to
propose the specified amendment and would be limited to such
proposal and would not have power to vary the text thereof nor
would it have power to propose other amendments on the same or
different propositions.
"Be it yet further resolved that a duly attested copy of this
resolution be immediately transmitted to the Secretary of the
Senate of the United States, the Clerk of the House of
Representatives of the United States, to each member of the
Congress from this State and to each House of each State
Legislature in the United States."
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Florida

Cite: SCR 10

ENROLLED
2010 Legislature

SCR 10

201010er
1
2

A concurrent resolution urging Congress to call a

3

convention for the purpose of proposing amendments to

4

the Constitution of the United States to provide for a

5

balanced federal budget and limit the ability of

6

Congress to dictate to states requirements for the

7

expenditure of federal funds.

8
9
10

WHEREAS, fiscal discipline and economic integrity have been
core principles of American governance, and

11

WHEREAS, the American people have historically demanded the

12

same prudent, responsible, and intellectually honest financial

13

behavior from their elected representatives as ultimately

14

compels individual behavior, and

15

WHEREAS, it is the firm conviction of the Legislature of

16

the State of Florida that it is wrong to fund the prosperity of

17

the present generation by robbing future Americans of their own,

18

and

19

WHEREAS, mortgaging the birthright of our children and

20

grandchildren is a dangerous departure from traditional American

21

values which threatens to permanently undermine the strength of

22

our nation, and

23

WHEREAS, the national debt has nearly doubled over the past

24

8 years and Florida’s share of that debt is $727 billion, more

25

than all Floridians make in wages and salaries in 2 years, and

26

WHEREAS, for the nation to pay off the entire federal debt

27

by 2015, Congress would have to triple the federal income taxes

28

of every American and devote the increase exclusively to debt

29

payments, and
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30

WHEREAS, our debt is increasingly owed to the governments

31

of foreign nations, not to the citizens of the United States;

32

therefore, our wealth is transferred to others and will not be

33

available to supply the means for America’s future growth and

34

prosperity, and

35
36
37

WHEREAS, this generation will bequeath to its children one
of the world’s most indebted industrial democracies, and
WHEREAS, high federal deficits cause increasingly high

38

payments for debt interest in the future, make future borrowing

39

more costly, reduce investment activity, and thus reduce the

40

size of the future economy, and

41

WHEREAS, the people of Florida recognized the wisdom of

42

fiscal discipline and enshrined in its State Constitution the

43

requirement for a balanced budget to place a prudent limit on

44

the tendencies of government, and

45

WHEREAS, the Florida Legislature has made fiscally

46

responsible decisions, maintaining a balanced budget and saving

47

the citizens of this State from crippling deficits, massive debt

48

burdens, and bankruptcy, and

49

WHEREAS, we the Legislature of the State of Florida call

50

for the Constitution of the United States to be amended to

51

require the Federal Government to operate with fiscal

52

responsibility, common sense, and the revenues granted to it by

53

the people, and

54

WHEREAS, the Federal Government has for too long relied on

55

revenue increases and borrowing against our future rather than

56

on prudent spending decisions within the limits of current

57

revenues, and

58

WHEREAS, lasting resolution of this nation’s budget deficit
Page 2 of 5
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59

can be achieved only by addressing the spending habits of our

60

Federal Government, not by increasing the tax burden under which

61

our citizens already labor, and

62

WHEREAS, Article V of the Constitution of the United States

63

makes provision for amending the Constitution on the application

64

of the legislatures of two-thirds of the several states, calling

65

a convention for proposing amendments that shall be valid to all

66

intents and purposes if ratified by the legislatures of three-

67

fourths of the several states, or by conventions in three-

68

fourths thereof, as one or the other mode of ratification may be

69

proposed by Congress, NOW, THEREFORE,

70
71

Be It Resolved by the Senate of the State of Florida, the House

72

of Representatives Concurring:

73
74

That the Legislature of the State of Florida, with all due

75

respect and great reluctance, does hereby make application to

76

the Congress of the United States pursuant to Article V of the

77

Constitution of the United States to call an Article V

78

amendments convention for the sole purpose of proposing

79

amendments to the Constitution of the United States:

80

(1) To achieve and maintain a balanced budget by:

81

(a) Requiring that such balanced budget account for all

82
83

obligations of the Federal Government;
(b) Allowing flexibility in federal balanced budget

84

requirements by providing exceptions related to exigencies such

85

as national emergencies or threats to the nation’s security;

86

(c) Imposing spending limits on the Federal Government;

87

(d) Setting extraordinary vote requirements for new or
Page 3 of 5
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88
89
90
91
92
93

increased federal taxes and other revenues; and
(e) Prohibiting federal mandates on states to impose taxes
or fees.
(2) To control the ability of the Congress and the various
federal executive agencies to require states to expend funds by:
(a) Limiting the ability of Congress and the various

94

federal executive agencies to pass legislation requiring states

95

to spend money or to take actions requiring the expenditure of

96

money unless federal funds are provided in ongoing amounts

97

sufficient to offset the full costs of such requirements; and

98
99

(b) Limiting the ability of Congress to dictate to states
requirements for the expenditure of federal funds other than

100

such requirements as may be necessary to measure outcomes to be

101

achieved through the expenditure of the federal funds, leaving

102

to the several states the ability to decide how to best

103

accomplish those outcomes.

104

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this concurrent resolution

105

supersedes all previous memorials applying to the Congress of

106

the United States to call a convention for the purpose of

107

proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States,

108

including Senate Memorial 234 and House Memorial 2801, both

109

passed in 1976, and superseded, revoked, and withdrawn in 1988

110

by Senate Memorial 302, and that such previous memorials are

111

hereby revoked and withdrawn, nullified, and superseded to the

112

same effect as if they had never been passed.

113

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this concurrent resolution is

114

revoked and withdrawn, nullified, and superseded to the same

115

effect as if it had never been passed, and retroactive to the

116

date of passage, if it is used for the purpose of calling a
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convention or used in support of conducting a convention to

118

amend the Constitution of the United States for any purpose

119

other than requiring a balanced federal budget or limiting the

120

ability of the Federal Government to require states to spend

121

money.

122

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this concurrent

123

resolution be dispatched to the President of the United States

124

Senate, to the Speaker of the United States House of

125

Representatives, to each member of the Florida delegation to the

126

United States Congress, and to the presiding officers of each

127

house of the several state legislatures.
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1
2 A concurrent resolution urging Congress to call a
3 convention for the purpose of proposing amendments to
4 the Constitution of the United States to provide for a
5 balanced federal budget and limit the ability of
6 Congress to dictate to states requirements for the
7 expenditure of federal funds.
8
9 WHEREAS, fiscal discipline and economic integrity have
been
10 core principles of American governance, and
11 WHEREAS, the American people have historically
demanded the
12 same prudent, responsible, and intellectually honest
financial
13 behavior from their elected representatives as ultimately
14 compels individual behavior, and
15 WHEREAS, it is the firm conviction of the Legislature of
16 the State of Florida that it is wrong to fund the prosperity of
17 the present generation by robbing future Americans of their
own,
18 and
19 WHEREAS, mortgaging the birthright of our children and
20 grandchildren is a dangerous departure from traditional
American
21 values which threatens to permanently undermine the
strength of
22 our nation, and
23 WHEREAS, the national debt has nearly doubled over the
past
24 8 years and Floridas share of that debt is $727 billion, more
25 than all Floridians make in wages and salaries in 2 years,
and
26 WHEREAS, for the nation to pay off the entire federal debt
27 by 2015, Congress would have to triple the federal income

taxes
28 of every American and devote the increase exclusively to
debt
29 payments, and
ENROLLED
2010 Legislature SCR 10
201010er
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30 WHEREAS, our debt is increasingly owed to the
governments
31 of foreign nations, not to the citizens of the United States;
32 therefore, our wealth is transferred to others and will not be
33 available to supply the means for Americas future growth
and
34 prosperity, and
35 WHEREAS, this generation will bequeath to its children one
36 of the worlds most indebted industrial democracies, and
37 WHEREAS, high federal deficits cause increasingly high
38 payments for debt interest in the future, make future
borrowing
39 more costly, reduce investment activity, and thus reduce the
40 size of the future economy, and
41 WHEREAS, the people of Florida recognized the wisdom of
42 fiscal discipline and enshrined in its State Constitution the
43 requirement for a balanced budget to place a prudent limit
on
44 the tendencies of government, and
45 WHEREAS, the Florida Legislature has made fiscally
46 responsible decisions, maintaining a balanced budget and
saving
47 the citizens of this State from crippling deficits, massive
debt
48 burdens, and bankruptcy, and
49 WHEREAS, we the Legislature of the State of Florida call
50 for the Constitution of the United States to be amended to
51 require the Federal Government to operate with fiscal
52 responsibility, common sense, and the revenues granted to it
by
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Cite: SCR 10

53 the people, and
54 WHEREAS, the Federal Government has for too long relied
on
55 revenue increases and borrowing against our future rather
than
56 on prudent spending decisions within the limits of current
57 revenues, and
58 WHEREAS, lasting resolution of this nations budget
deficit
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59 can be achieved only by addressing the spending habits of
our
60 Federal Government, not by increasing the tax burden under
which
61 our citizens already labor, and
62 WHEREAS, Article V of the Constitution of the United
States
63 makes provision for amending the Constitution on the
application
64 of the legislatures of two-thirds of the several states, calling
65 a convention for proposing amendments that shall be valid
to all
66 intents and purposes if ratified by the legislatures of three67
fourths of the several states, or by conventions in three68
fourths thereof, as one or the other mode of ratification may be
69 proposed by Congress, NOW, THEREFORE,
70
71 Be It Resolved by the Senate of the State of Florida, the
House
72 of Representatives Concurring:
73
74 That the Legislature of the State of Florida, with all due
75 respect and great reluctance, does hereby make application
to
76 the Congress of the United States pursuant to Article V of
the
77 Constitution of the United States to call an Article V
78 amendments convention for the sole purpose of proposing
79 amendments to the Constitution of the United States:
80 (1) To achieve and maintain a balanced budget by:
81 (a) Requiring that such balanced budget account for all
82 obligations of the Federal Government;
83 (b) Allowing flexibility in federal balanced budget
84 requirements by providing exceptions related to exigencies
such
85 as national emergencies or threats to the nations security;
86 (c) Imposing spending limits on the Federal Government;

87 (d) Setting extraordinary vote requirements for new or
ENROLLED
2010 Legislature SCR 10
201010er
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88 increased federal taxes and other revenues; and
89 (e) Prohibiting federal mandates on states to impose taxes
90 or fees.
91 (2) To control the ability of the Congress and the various
92 federal executive agencies to require states to expend funds
by:
93 (a) Limiting the ability of Congress and the various
94 federal executive agencies to pass legislation requiring states
95 to spend money or to take actions requiring the expenditure
of
96 money unless federal funds are provided in ongoing
amounts
97 sufficient to offset the full costs of such requirements; and
98 (b) Limiting the ability of Congress to dictate to states
99 requirements for the expenditure of federal funds other than
100 such requirements as may be necessary to measure
outcomes to be
101 achieved through the expenditure of the federal funds,
leaving
102 to the several states the ability to decide how to best
103 accomplish those outcomes.
104 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this concurrent
resolution
105 supersedes all previous memorials applying to the
Congress of
106 the United States to call a convention for the purpose of
107 proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States,
108 including Senate Memorial 234 and House Memorial 2801,
both
109 passed in 1976, and superseded, revoked, and withdrawn in
1988
110 by Senate Memorial 302, and that such previous memorials
are
111 hereby revoked and withdrawn, nullified, and superseded
to the
112 same effect as if they had never been passed.
113 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this concurrent
resolution is
114 revoked and withdrawn, nullified, and superseded to the
same
115 effect as if it had never been passed, and retroactive to the
116 date of passage, if it is used for the purpose of calling a
ENROLLED
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117 convention or used in support of conducting a convention
to
118 amend the Constitution of the United States for any
purpose
119 other than requiring a balanced federal budget or limiting
the
120 ability of the Federal Government to require states to spend
121 money.
122 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this
concurrent
123 resolution be dispatched to the President of the United
States
124 Senate, to the Speaker of the United States House of
125 Representatives, to each member of the Florida delegation
to the
126 United States Congress, and to the presiding officers of
each
127 house of the several state legislatures.
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ADOPTED HOUSE FEBRUARY 20, 2014
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LC 25 6194

Senate Resolution 371
By: Senators Cowsert of the 46th, Shafer of the 48th, Chance of the 16th, Hill of the 32nd,
Loudermilk of the 14th and others

ADOPTED SENATE
A RESOLUTION

1

Making renewed application to the Congress of the United States to call for a convention for

2

the purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States; and for

3

other purposes.

4

WHEREAS, in 1976, by House Resolution 469-1267, Resolution Act No. 93 (Ga. L. 1976,

5

p. 184), the Georgia General Assembly applied to the Congress to call a convention for the

6

specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United

7

States to require a balanced federal budget and to make certain exceptions with respect

8

thereto; and

9

WHEREAS, in 2004, by House Resolution No. 1343, Act No. 802 (Ga. L. 2004, p. 1081),

10

the Georgia General Assembly rescinded and repealed all prior applications for constitutional

11

conventions, including but not limited to said 1976 application; and

12

WHEREAS, the need for such a balanced budget amendment remains and has become far

13

more apparent and urgent.

14

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF

15

GEORGIA that this body hereby applies again to Congress, under the provisions of Article

16

V of the Constitution of the United States, for the calling of a convention for proposing an

17

amendment to the Constitution of the United States and recommends that the convention be

18

limited to consideration and proposal of an amendment requiring that in the absence of a

19

national emergency the total of all federal appropriations made by the Congress for any fiscal

20

year may not exceed the total of all estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year.

21

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed

22

to transmit appropriate copies of this application to the President and Secretary of the United

23

States Senate, the Speaker and Clerk of the United States House of Representatives, and

24

members of the Georgia congressional delegation and to transmit appropriate copies also to
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25

the presiding officers of each of the legislative houses of the several states, requesting their

26

cooperation.

27

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this application is to be considered as covering the same

28

subject matter as the presently-outstanding balanced budget applications from other states,

29

including but not limited to previously adopted applications from Alabama, Alaska,

30

Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi,

31

Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Texas, and

32

this application should be aggregated with same for the purpose of reaching the two-thirds

33

of states necessary to require the calling of a convention, but should not be aggregated with

34

any applications on any other subject.

35

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this application shall constitute a continuing application

36

in accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the United States until:

37

(1) The legislatures of at least two-thirds of the several states have made applications on

38

the same subject and Congress has called for a convention for proposing an amendment to

39

the Constitution of the United States;

40

(2) The Congress of the United States has in accordance with Article V of the Constitution

41

of the United States proposed an amendment to said Constitution which is consistent with

42

the balanced budget amendment referenced in this application; or

43

(3) January 1, 2020,

44

whichever first occurs.
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"House Enrolled Concurrent Resolution 9
"A concurrent resolution making application to the Congress of
the United States pursuant to article V of the Constitution of the
United States for a convention proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States
"Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the General
Assembly of the State of Indiana (the Senate concurring)
"SECTION 1. The General Assembly of the State of Indiana,
pursuant to article V of the Constitution of the United States,
hereby makes application to the Congress of the United States to
call a convention for proposing the following article as an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States:
'ARTICLE
"'SECTION 1. On or before the 15th day after the beginning of
each regular session of the Congress, the President shall transmit
to the Congress a budget which shall set forth his estimates of the
receipts of the Government, other than trust funds, during the
ensuing fiscal year under the laws then existing and his
recommendations with respect to expenditures to be made from
funds other than trust funds during such ensuing fiscal year, which
shall not exceed such estimate of receipts. If the Congress shall
authorize expenditures to be made during such ensuing fiscal year
in excess of such estimated receipts, it shall not adjourn for more
than 3 days at a time until action has been taken necessary to
balance the budget for such ensuing fiscal year. In case of war or
other grave national emergency, if the President shall so
recommend, the Congress by a vote of three-fourths of all the
Members of each House may suspend the foregoing provisions for
balancing the budget for periods, either successive or otherwise,
not exceeding 1 year each.
"'SEc. 2. This article shall take effect on the first day of the
calendar year next following the ratification of this article.'
"SEc. 2. The State of Indiana requests that such amendment
shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the
Constitution of the United States when ratified by the legislatures
of three-fourths of the several States.
"SEc. 3. For the reason that the power of the sovereign States to
propose amendments to the Constitution of the United States by
convention under article V has never been exercised and no
precedent exists for the calling or holding of such convention, the
State of Indiana hereby declares the following basic principles
with respect thereto: That the power of the sovereign States to
amend the Constitution of the United States under article V is
absolute; that the power of the sovereign States to propose
amendments to the Constitution by convention under article V is
absolute; that the power of the sovereign States extends over such
convention and the scope and control thereof and that it is within
their sovereign power to prescribe whether such convention shall

be general or shall be limited to the proposal of a specified
amendment or of amendments in a specified field; that the
exercise by the sovereign States of their power to require the
calling of such convention contemplates that the applications of
the several States for such convention shall prescribe the scope
thereof and the essential provisions for holding the same; that the
scope of such convention and the provisions for holding the same
are established in and by the applications therefor by the
legislatures of the two-thirds majority of the several States
required by article V to call the same, and that it is the duty of the
Congress to call such convention in conformity therewith; that
such convention is without power to transcend, and the delegates
to such convention are without power to act except within, the
limitations and provisions so' prescribed.
"Sac. 4. The State of Indiana requests that such convention
shall be called and held in conformity with the following
limitations and provisions, and that the Congress, in the call for
such convention, hereby is requested to and shall prescribe:
"1. That such convention shall be held in the city of
Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, on the first Monday of
the first December following transmission to the Senate and the
House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States of
applications for such convention by the legislatures of two-thirds
of the several States and, in honor of the Nation's founders and for
invocation, shall convene at Constitution Hall, at Independence
Square, at the hour of 10 o'clock in the morning of such day, and
thereupon adjourn to more commodious quarters within said city
for session as the convention shall determine;
"2. That the several States shall have equal suffrage at such
convention; that each of the several States shall be entitled to 3
delegates thereat and that each of such delegates shall be entitled
to 1 vote; that the delegates to such convention from the several
States shall be the highest officer of the senate and the highest
officer of the house of representatives of their respective
legislatures at the time of such convention, except that in States
where the lieutenant governor is president of the senate, the
president of the senate pro tempore or other highest officer from
the membership of the senate shall be such delegate from the
senate and in States having a unicameral legislature the 2 highest
officers of its legislature shall be such delegates, which 2
delegates in each of the several States shall jointly designate a
citizen of such State at large who shall be the third delegate from
such State to such convention; that in case of a vacancy in the
office of any delegate during such convention, not otherwise filled
pursuant to law or by legislative act or as herein provided, such
vacancy shall be filled by the Governor of such State from the
senate or house of Its legislature or the State at large, respectively,
as the case may be; that during such vacancy and during the
absence of a delegate from the floor of the convention the
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delegates present from such State shall be empowered to exercise
the vote of the absent delegate or delegates from such State; that
the legislature of any State may choose its delegates to such
convention, other than hereinabove designated, in which case the
delegates so chosen shall be certified to the convention by the
secretary of state of such State and shall constitute the delegates
of such State at such convention In lieu of the delegates otherwise
hereinabove designated;
"3. That such convention shall be limited and restricted
specifically to the consideration and proposal of this amendment
or such other amendments as may be proposed by the several
States of these United States; the choosing of officers and
adoption of rules of procedure for the conduct of such convention
and the maintenance of order [*6476] thereat, the determination
of any issue respecting the seating of delegates, adjournment from
day to day and to a day certain and from place to place within said
city as may be convenient, and adjournment sine die; and such
convention shall not be held for any other purpose nor have any
other power, and the delegates thereto shall have no power other
than within the limitations herein prescribed;
"4. That a permanent record shall be made of the proceedings
of such convention, which shall be certified by the secretary of the
convention, the original of which shall be placed in the Library of
Congress and printed copies of which shall be transmitted to the
Senate and the House of Representatives of the Congress, to the
Secretary of State of the United States, and to each house of the
legislature and to the secretary of state of each of the several
States;
"5. That the powers of such convention shall be exercisable by
the States, represented at such convention by duly constituted
delegates thereat, by majority vote of the States present and voting
on such proposal, and not otherwise.
"SEC. 5. The State of Indiana requests that this application
shall constitute a continuing application for such convention
under article V of the Constitution of the United States until the
legislatures of two-thirds of the several States shall have made
like applications and such convention shall have been called and
held in conformity therewith, unless the Congress itself propose
such amendment, within the time and the manner herein provided.

forthwith to the Senate and the House of Representatives of the
Congress of the United States, to each Senator and Representative
in the Congress from this State, and to the Secretary of State of
the United States, and to each house of the legislature and to the
secretary of state of each of the several States, attesting the
adoption of this resolution by the legislature of this State.
"CRAWFORD F. PARKER, "President of Senate.
"GEORGE S. DIENER, "Speaker of House of Representatives.
"Approved: March 12, 1957.
"HAROLD W. HANDLEY, "Governor of the State of Indiana.
"Filed March 12, 1957.
"FRANK A. LENNING, "Secretary of State of Indiana."

"SEC. 6. The State of Indiana requests that proposal of such
amendment by the Congress and its submission for ratification to
the legislatures of the several States in the form of the article
hereinabove specifically set forth, at any time prior to 60 days
after the legislatures of two-thirds of the several States shall have
made application for such convention, shall render such
convention unnecessary and the same shall not be held; otherwise
such convention shall be called and held In conformity with such
applications.
"SEC. 7. The State of Indiana requests that as this application
under article V of the Constitution of the United States is the
exercise of a fundamental power of the sovereign States under the
Constitution of the United States, a receipt of this application by
the Senate and the House of Representatives of the Congress of
the United States be officially noted and duly entered upon their
respective records, and that the full context of this resolution be
published in the official publication of both the Senate and the
House of Representatives of the Congress.
"SEC. 8. Certified copies of this resolution shall be transmitted
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"STATE OF INDIANA – CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
"A' concurrent resolution directing the United States Congress to call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
concerning federal expenditures and revenues
"Be it resolved by the House of Representatives of the General Assembly of the State of
Indiana, the. Senate Concurring:
"Section 1. That the Congress of the United States is hereby requested to call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing the following amendment to the Constitution of the
United States:
" 'Article
"'SECTION 1. Expenditures shall not exceed revenues in any fiscal year, except in time of
national emergency as declared by a two-thirds vote of both Houses of Congress.
" 'Sec. 2. The Congress shall have the power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.'
"Section 2. The Principal Clerk of the House is directed to transmit immediately copies of this
resolution to the Secretary of the Senate of the United States and the Clerk of the House of
Representatives of the United States and to each member of the Congress from this state."

Balanced Budget Amendment Task Force
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1979). See D. Huckabee, Constitutional Convention Applications: Addressing The Controversy Of Counting State Applications
Relating To A Deficit Spending Amendment, Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service Report, April 27, 1979 at 5,
7, and 8.
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POM-192. A joint resolution adopted by the Legislature of the
State of Indiana; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
"SENATE ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION No. 8
"Be it resolved by the General Assembly of the State of
Indiana:
"Section 1. The General Assembly of the State of Indiana
makes application to the Congress of the United States for a
convention to be called under Article V of the Constitution of the
United States for the specific and exclusive purpose of proposing
an amendment to the Constitution to the effect that, in the absence
of a national emergency, the total of all Federal appropriations
made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total
of all estimated Federal revenues for that fiscal year.
"Section 2. The Secretary of the Senate is instructed to transmit
a certified copy of this joint resolution to the President of the
Senate of the Congress of the United States, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States, the
presiding officer of each chamber of each state legislature in the
United States, and each member of the Indiana congressional
delegation."
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POM-301. A joint resolution adopted by the Legislature of the
State of Iowa; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
"SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 1
"Whereas, with each passing year this nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenues, so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars; and
"Whereas, the annual federal budget continually demonstrates
an unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the federal government to curtail spending to conform
to available revenues; and
"Whereas, unified budgets do not reflect actual spending
because of the exclusion of special outlays which are not included
in the budget nor subject to the legal public debt limit; and
"Whereas, knowledgeable planning, fiscal prudence, and plain
good sense require that the budget reflect all federal spending and
be in balance; and
"Whereas, believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is one of
the greatest threats which faces our nation, we firmly believe that
constitutional restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal discipline
needed to restore financial responsibility; and
"Whereas, under Article five (V) of the Constitution of the
United States, amendments to the federal Constitution may be
proposed by the congress whenever two-thirds of both houses
deem it necessary, or on the annlication of the lecislatures of
two-thirds of the several states the congress shall call a
constitutional convention for the purpose of proposing
amendments which shall be valid to all intents and purposes when
ratified by three-fourths of the several states, and we believe such
action is vital; Now therefore,
"Be it resolved by the General Assembly of the State of Iowa:
"Section 1. The Iowa general assembly proposes to the
congress of the United States that procedures be instituted in the
congress to propose and submit to the several states before July 1,
1980, an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
requiring that the federal budget be balanced in the absence of a
national emergency.
"See. 2. Alternatively, effective July 1, 1980, if the Congress of
the United States has not proposed and submitted to the several
states an amendment as provided in section one (1) of this
resolution, the Iowa general assembly respectfully makes
application to and petitions the congress of the United States to
call a convention for the specific and exclusive purpose of
proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
to require a balanced federal budget and to make certain
exceptions with respect thereto.

"Sec. 3. Effective July 1, 1980, this application by the Iowa
general assembly constitutes a continuing application in
accordance with Article five (V) of the Constitution of the United
States until the legislatures of at least two-thirds of the several
states have made similar applications pursuant to Article five (V),
but if the congress proposes an amendment to the Constitution
identical in subject matter to that contained in this resolution, or if
before July 1, 1980, the general assembly repeals this application
to call o constitutional convention, then this application and
petition for a constitutional convention shall no longer be of any
force or effect.
"Sec. 4. This application and petition shall be deemed null and
void, rescinded, and of no effect in the event that such convention
not be limited to such specific and exclusive purpose.
"Sec. 5. The Iowa general assembly also proposes that the
legislatures of each of the several states comprising the United
States apply to the congress requesting the enactment of an
appropriate amendment to the federal Constitution, or requiring
the congress to call a constitutional convention for proposing such
an amendment to the federal Constitution if the Congress of the
United States has not proposed and submitted to the several states
an amendment as provided in section one (1) of this resolution
before July 1, 1980.
"See. 6. The secretary of state of Iowa is directed to send copies
of this resolution to the secretary of state and presiding officers of
both houses of the legislatures of each of the several states in the
union, the speaker and the clerk of the United States house of
representatives, the president and the secretary of the United
States senate, and each member of the Iowa congressional
delegation."
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 1661
(Kansas)
A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION requesting and applying to
the Congress of the United States to propose, or to call a
convention for the purpose of proposing, an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States which would require that, in the
absence of a statutorily defined national emergency, total federal
appropriations shall not exceed total estimated federal revenues in
a fiscal year.
Whereas, Annually the United States moves more deeply in
debt as its expenditures exceed its available revenues and the
public debt now exceeds hundreds of billions of dollars; and
Whereas, Annually the federal budget demonstrates the
unwillingness or inability of the federal government to spend in
conformity with available revenues; and
Whereas. Proper planning, fiscal prudence and plain good sense
require that the federal budget be in balance absent national
emergency; and
Whereas, A continuously unbalanced federal budget except in a
national emergency causes continuous and damaging inflation and
consequently a severe threat to the political and economic stability
of the United States; and
Whereas, Under Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, amendments to the Constitution may be proposed by the
Congress whenever two-thirds of both Houses deem it necessary
or, on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of the states,
the Congress shall call a constitutional convention for the purpose
of proposing amendments: Now, therefore,
Be it resolved by the Legislature of the State of Kansas,
two-thirds of the members elected to the Senate and two-thirds of
the members elected to the House of Representatives concurring
therein: That the Congress of the United States is hereby
requested to propose and submit to the states an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States which would require that within
five years after its ratification by the various states, in the absence
of a national emergency, the total of all appropriations made by
the Congress for a fiscal year shall not exceed the total'of all
estimated federal revenues for such fiscal year; and
Be it further resolved: That, alternatively, the Legislature of the
State of Kansas hereby makes application to the Congress of the
United States to call a convention for the sole and exclusive
purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States which would require that, in the absence of a
national emergency, the total of all appropriations made by the
Congress for a fiscal year shall not exceed the total of all
estimated federal revenues for such fiscal year. If the Congress
shall propose such an amendment to the Constitution, this
application shall no longer be of any force or effect: and

Be it further resolved: That the legislature of each of the other
states in the Union is hereby urged to request and apply to the
Congress to propose, or to call a convention for the sole and
exclusive purpose of proposing, such an amendment to the
Constitution.
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POM-59. Senate Joint' Resolution No. 4 adopted by the
General Assembly of Maryland calling for a balanced federal
budget; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 4
Whereas, With each passing year this Nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available' revenues so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars.
Attempts to limit spending, including impoundment of funds by
the President of the United States. have resulted in strenuous
objections that the responsibility for appropriations is the
constitutional duty of the Congress.
The annual Federal budget repeatedly demonstrates an
unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the Federal government to curtail spending to
conform to available revenues.
The unified budget of' 304.4 billion dollars for the current fiscal
year does not reflect actual spending because of the exclusion of
special outlays which are not included in the budget nor subject to
the legal public debt limit.
As reported by US News and World Report on February 25,
1974, of these nonbudgetary outlays in the amount of 15.6 billion
dollars, the sum of 12.9 billion dollars represents funding of
essentially private agencies which provide special service to the
federal government.
Knowledgeable planning and fiscal prudence require that the
budget reflect all Federal spending and that the budget be in
balance.
Believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the Federal level, with
the inflation which results from this policy, is the greatest threat
which .faces our Nation, we firmly believe 'that .constitutional
restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal disciplines needed to
reverse this trend.
Under Article V of the Constitution of the United States,
amendments to the Federal Constitution may be proposed by the
Congress whenever two-thirds of both Houses deem it necessary,
or on the application, of the legislatures of two-thirds of the
several states the Congress shall call a constitutional convention
for the purpose of proposing amendments; now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the General Assembly of Maryland, That this
Body proposes to the Congress of the United States that
procedures be instituted in the Congress to add a new Article
XXVII to the Constitution of the United States, and that the
General Assembly of Maryland requests the Congress to prepare
and submit to the several states an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, requiring in the absence of a national
emergency that the total of all Federal appropriations made by the

Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of the
estimated Federal revenues, excluding any revenues derived from
borrowing, for that fiscal year; and be it further
Resolved, That this Body further and alternatively requests that
the Congress of the United States call a" constitutional convention
for the specific and exclusive purpose of proposing such an
amendment to the Federal Constitution, to be a new Article
XXVII; and be it further
Resolved, That this Body also proposes that the 115 legislatures
of each of the several States comprising the United States apply to
the Congress requiring it to call a constitutional convention for
proposing such an Article XXVII; and be it further
Resolved, That the proposed new Article XXVII (or whatever
numeral may then be appropriate) read substantially as follows:
PROPOSED ARTICLE XXVII
"The total of all Federal appropriations made by the. Congress
for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of the estimated
Federal revenues for that fiscal year, excluding any revenues
derived from borrowing; and this prohibition extends to all
Federal appropriations and all estimated Federal revenues,
excluding any revenues derived from borrowing. The President in
submitting budgetary requests and the Congress in enacting
appropriation bills shall comply with this Article. If the President
proclaims a national emergency, suspending the requirement that
the total .of all Federal appropriations not exceed the total
estimated Federal revenues for a fiscal year, excluding any
revenues derived from borrowing, and two-thirds of all Members
elected to each House of' the Congress so determined by Joint
Resolution, the total of all Federal appropriations may exceed the
total estimated Federal revenues for that fiscal year."
and, be it further
Resolved, That copies of this Resolution under the Great Seal
of' the State of Maryland, be sent by the. Secretary of State to:
Honorable Gerald Ford, President of the United States,
Washington, D.C.; Honorable Charles McC. Mathias, Old Senate
Office Building, Washington, D.C.; Honorable J. Glenn Beall, Jr.,
Old Senate Office Building, ?Washington, D.C.; Honorable Carl
Albert, Speaker of the House of Representatives, Washington,
D.C.; Honorable Robert E. Bauman, Longworth Building,
Washington, D.C.; Honorable Clarence D. Long, Rayburn
Building, Washington, D.C.; Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes. Cannon
Office Building, Washington, -D.C.; Honorable Marjorie S. Holt,
Longworth Building. - Washington, D.C.; [*2546] Honorable
Gladys Spellman; House Office Building, Washington, D.C.:
Honorable Goodloe E. Byron, Longworth Building, Washington,
D.C.; Honorable Parren J. Mitchell, Cannon Building,
Washington, D.C.; and Honorable Gilbert Gude, Cannon House
Office Building, Washington, D.C.; and be it further
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Resolved, That under the Great Seal of the State of Maryland,
the Secretary of State is directed to send copies of this Joint
Resolution to the Secretary of State and the presiding officers of
both Houses of the Legislature of each of the other States in the
Union, with the request that it be circulated among leaders in the
Executive and Legislative branches of the several State
governments;, and with the further request that each of the other
States in the Union join in requiring the Congress of the United
States to call a constitutional convention for the purpose of
initiating a proposal to amend the Constitution of the United
States in substantially the form proposed in this Joint Resolution
of the General Assembly of Maryland.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
97TH LEGISLATURE
REGULAR SESSION OF 2014
Introduced by Senators Green, Jones, Colbeck, Pappageorge, Proos, Robertson, Marleau, Booher, Jansen,
Brandenburg, Casperson, Caswell, Emmons, Hansen, Hildenbrand, Hune, Kahn, Kowall, Meekhof,
Moolenaar, Nofs, Pavlov, Richardville, Rocca, Schuitmaker and Walker

ENROLLED SENATE
JOINT RESOLUTION V
A JOINT RESOLUTION to petition the congress of the United States to call a convention to propose amendments
to the constitution of the United States to require a balanced federal budget.
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the state of Michigan, That pursuant to article V of the
constitution of the United States, the legislature of the state of Michigan petitions the congress of the United States of
America, at its session, to call a convention of the states limited to proposing an amendment to the constitution of the
United States requiring that in the absence of a national emergency, including, but not limited to, an attack by a foreign
nation or terrorist organization within the United States of America, the total of all federal appropriations made by the
congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of all estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year, together with
any related and appropriate fiscal restraints.
Resolved further, That this application is to be considered as covering the balanced budget amendment language of
the presently outstanding balanced budget applications from other states, including, but not limited to, previously
adopted applications from Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Texas; and this application shall
be aggregated with those applications for the purpose of attaining the two-thirds of states necessary to require the
calling of a convention for proposing a balanced budget amendment, but shall not be aggregated with any applications
on any other subject.
Resolved further, That this application constitutes a continuing application in accordance with article V of the
constitution of the United States until the legislatures of at least two-thirds of the several states have made applications
on the same subject. It supersedes all previous applications by this legislature on the same subject.
Resolved further, That certified copies of this joint resolution be transmitted by the secretary of state to the
president of the United States Senate, to the speaker of the United States House of Representatives, and to each
member of this state’s delegation to the congress and that printed copies be sent to each house of each state legislature
in the United States.
(46)
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I hereby certify that on the twenty-sixth day of March, two thousand fourteen, the foregoing joint resolution was
agreed to by the Senate, by a majority vote of the Senators elected and serving.

Secretary of the Senate

I hereby certify that on the twentieth day of March, two thousand fourteen, the foregoing joint resolution was
agreed to by the House of Representatives, by a majority vote of the Representatives elected and serving.

Clerk of the House of Representatives
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"House Concurrent Resolution No. 51
"A concurrent resolution applying to the Congress for a
convention to propose an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States
"Whereas, an ever-increasing public debt Is inimical to the
general welfare of the people of the United States; and
"Whereas, the national debt is already dangerously high and
any further increases will be harmful and costly to the people of
the United States; and
"Whereas, a continuous program of deficit financing by the
Federal Government is one of the greatest factors supporting the
inflationary conditions presently existing In this country and
therefore has been the chief factor In reducing the value of the
American currency; and
"Whereas, payment of the Increased interest required by the
ever-increasing debt would impose an undue hardship on those
with fixed incomes and those in lower income brackets; and
"Whereas, it is not in the best interest of either this or future
generations to continue such a practice of deficit spending
particularly since this would possible deplete our supply of
national resources for future generations; and
"Whereas, by constantly increasing deficit financing the
Federal Government has been allowed to allocate considerable
funds to wasteful and in many instances nonbeneficial public
programs; and
"Whereas, by limiting the Federal Government to spend only
the revenues that are estimated will be collected in a given fiscal
year, except for certain specified emergencies, this could possibly
result in greater selectivity of Federal Government programs of
the benefit of the public and which would depend upon the
willingness of the public to pay additional taxes to finance such
programs; and
"Whereas, there is provision in Article V of the Constitution of
the United States for amending the Constitution by the Congress,
on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds (2/3) of the
several states, calling a convention for proposing amendments
which shall be valid to all intents and purposes when ratified by
the legislatures of three-fourths (3) of the several states, or by
conventions in three-fourths (3/4) thereof, as the one or the other
mode of ratification may be proposed by the Congress:
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the House of Representatives
of the State of Mississippi, the Senate concurring therein, That we
do hereby, pursuant to Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, make application to the Congress of the United States to
call a convention of the several states for the proposing of the
following [*12,176] amendment to the Constitution of the United
States:

'Article
"'Section 1. Except as provided in Section 3, the Congress shall
make no appropriation for any fiscal year if the resulting total of
appropriations for such fiscal year would exceed the total
revenues of the United States for such fiscal year.
"'Section 2. There shall be no increase in the national debt and
such debt, as it exists on the date on which this article is ratified,
shall be repaid during the one-hundred-year period beginning with
the first fiscal year which begins after the date on, which this
article is ratified. The rate of repayment shall be such that
one-tenth (1/10) of such debt shall be repaid during each ten-year
interval of such one-hundred-year period.
"'Section 3. In time of war or national emergency, as declared
by the Congress, the application of Section 1 or Section 2 of this
article, or both such sections, may be suspended by a concurrent
resolution which has passed the Senate and the House of
Representatives by an affirmative vote of three-fourths (3/4) of
the authorized membership of each such house. Such suspension
shall not be effective past the two-year term of the Congress
which passes such resolution, and if war or an emergency
continues to exist such suspension, must be reenacted in the same
manner as provided herein.
"'Section 4. This article shall apply only with respect to fiscal
years which begin more than, six (6) months after the date on
which this article is ratified.'
"Be it further resolved, That this application by the Legislature
of the State of Mississippi constitutes a continuing application in
accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the United States
until at least two-thirds (2/3) of the legislatures of the several
states have made similar applications pursuant to Article V, but if
Congress proposes an amendment to the Constitution identical
with that contained in this resolution before January 1, 1976, this
application for a convention of the several states shall no longer
be of any force or effect.
"Be it further resolved, That a duly attested copy of this
resolution be immediately transmitted to the Secretaxy of the
Senate of the United States; the Clerk of the House of
Representatives of the United States; to each member of the
Congress from this state; and to each house of each state
legislature in the United States."
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POM-323. A concurrent resolution adopt ed by the General
Assembly of the State of Missouri: to the Committee on the
Judiciary:
"Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 3
"Whereas, with each passing year this nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenues, so that the public debt now exceeds one
trillion dollars; and
"Whereas, the annual federal budget continually demonstrates
an unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the federal government to limit the growth of federal
spending and taxes and balance the budget; and
"Whereas, unified budgets do not reflect actual spending
because of the exclusion of special outlays which are not included
in the budget; and
"Whereas, knowledgeable planning, fiscal prudence and pain
good sense require that the budget reflect all. federal spending and
be in balance on a regular basis; and
"Whereas, believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
greatest threat which faces our nation, we firmly believe that
constitutional restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal discipline
needed to restore financial responsibility; and
"Whereas, the federal deficit in Fiscal Year 1982 was $110.7
billion, nearly double the deficit in Fiscal Year 1981: and
"Whereas, the Congressional Budget Office projects a deficit
for Fiscal Years 1983 and 1984 of $165 billion and $200 billion,
respectively; and
"Whereas, the United States Senate approved a proposed
balance budget amendment in response to the efforts of the
thirty-one state legislatures which have requested a limited
convention on this subject, and its conviction about the needs for
a constitutional restraint upon Congress fiscal authority; and
"Whereas, the Reagan Administration has indicated that the
budget will not be balanced by 1984; and
"Whereas, under Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, amendments to the Federal Constitution may be proposed
by the Congress whenver two-thirds of both houses deem it
necessary, or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
the several states, the Congress shall call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing amendments which shall
be valid for all intents and purposes when ratified by three-fourths
of the several states, believing such action to be vital,
"Now, therefore, be it resolved by the Senate of the
Eighty-second General Assembly of the State of Missouri, the
House of Representatives concurring therein, that the Missouri
General Assembly proposes to the Congress of the United States

that procedures be instituted in the Congress to add a new article
to the Constitution of the United States, and that the Missouri
General Assembly requests the Congress to prepare and submit to
the several states before January 1, 1984, an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, requiring a balanced federal
budget and to make certain exceptions with respect thereto; and
"Be it further resolved that if, by January 1, 1984, the Congress
has not proposed and submitted to the several states such an
amendment, this body respectfully makes application to the
Congress of the United States for a convention to be called under
Article V of the Constitution of the United States for the specific
and exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States to require a balanced federal
budget and to make certain exceptions with respect thereto; and
"Be it further resolved that effective January 1, 1984, this
application constitutes a continuing application in accordance
with Article V of the Constitution of the United States until the
legislatures of at least two-thirds of the several states have made
similar applications pursuant to Article V, but if the Congress
proposes an amendment to the Constitution identical in subject
matter to that contained In this resolution, then this application
and petition for a constitutional convention shall no longer be of
any force or effect; and
"Be it further resolved that this application shall be deemed null
and void, rescinded and of no effect in the event that such
convention not be limited to such specific and exclusive purpose;
and
"Be it further resolved that this body also proposes that the
legislatures of each of the several states comprising the United
States which have not yet made similar applications apply to the
Congress requesting the enactment of an appropriate amendment
to the federal constitution, and making application to the Congress
to call a constitutional convention for the purpose of proposing
such an amendment to the federal constitution; and
"Be it further resolved that copies of this resolution be sent by
the Secretary of the Senate and the Chief Clerk of the House of
Representatives to each member of Congress representing
Missouri; and
"Be it further resolved that the Secretary of the Senate and the
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives of this state be
directed to send copies of this resolution to the Secretary of State
and presiding officers of both Houses of the Legislature of each of
the other states In the Union, the Clerk of the United States House
of Representatives, Washington, D.C. and the Secretary of the
United States Senate, Washington, D.C."
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LEGISLATIVE RESOLUTION 106
(Nebraska)
Whereas, with each passing year this nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenue, so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars; and
Whereas, the annual federal budget continually demonstrates an
unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive-e
branches of the federal government to curtail spending to conform
to available revenue; and
Whereas, unified budgets do not reflect actual spending
because of the exclusion of special outlays which are not included
in the budget nor subject to the legal public debt limit; and
Whereas, knowledgeable planning, fiscal prudence, and plain
good sense require that the budget reflect all federal spending and
be in balance; and
Whereas, believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
greatest threat which faces our nation, we firmly believe that
constitutional restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal discipline
needed to restore financial responsibility; and
Whereas, under article V of the Constitution of the United
States, amendments to the federal Constitution may be propcsed
by the Congress whenever two-thirds of both houses deem it
necessary, or on the application of the Legislatures of two-thirds
of the several states, the Congress shall call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing amendments. We believe
such action is vital.
Now, Therefore, be it resolved by the members of the
eighty-fourth legislature of Nebraska, second session:
I. That this body proposes to the Congress of the United States
that procedures be instituted in the Congress to add a new article
to the Constitution of the United States and that the State of
Nebraska requests the Congress to prepare and submit to the
several states an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, requiring in the absence of a national emergency that the
total of all federal appropriations made by the Congress for any
fiscal year may not exceed the total of all estimated federal
revenue for that fiscal year.
2. That, alternatively, this Legislature makes application and
requests that the Congress of the United States call a
constitutional convention for the specific and exclusive purpose of
proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
requiring in the absence of a national emergency that the total of
all federal appropriations made by the Congress for any fiscal
year may not exceed the total of all estimated federal revenue for
that fiscal year.

3. That this Legislature also proposes that the Legislatures of
each of the several states comprising the United States apply to
the Congress requesting the enactment of an appropriate
amendment to the federal Constitution; or requiring the Congress
to call a constitutional convention for proposing such an
amendment to the federal Constitution.
4. That the Clerk of the Legislature transmit a copy of this
resolution to the President of the Senate of the United States, the
Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States,
each member of the Nebraska Congressional delegation, the
Secretaries of State and the Legislatures of each of the several
states, and the Secretary of State for the State of Nebraska.
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SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION No. 22
(Nevada)
Whereas, The national debt now amounts to hundreds of
billions of dollars and is increasing enormously each year as
federal expenditures grossly exceed federal revenues; and
Whereas, Payment of the increased interest on this
ever-expanding debt imposes a tremendous burden on the
taxpayers of this country; and
Whereas, Continuous deficit financing by the Federal
Government supports inflationary conditions which adversely
affect the national economy and all Americans, particularly those
persons.with fixed or low income; and
Whereas, Constantly increasing use of deficit financing has
enabled the Federal Government to allocate considerable sums to
programs which in many instances have proved to be wasteful and
nonbeneficial to the public; and
Whereas, Limiting federal expenditures in each fiscal year to
revenues available in that year, except during national
emergencies, will result in greater selectivity of federal programs
for the benefit of the public; and
Whereas, The annual federal budgets continually reflect the
unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the Federal Government to balance the budget and
demonstrate the necessity for a constitutional restraint upon
deficit financing: and
Whereas, Under article V of the Constitution of the United
States, the Congress is required to call a convention for proposing
amendments to the federal Constitution on the application of the
legislatures of two-thirds of the several states; now, therefore, be
it
Resolved by the Senate and Assembly of the State of Nevada,
jointly, That, pursuant to article V of the Constitution of the
United States, the legislature of the State of Nevada hereby makes
application to the Congress of the United States to call a
convention for the purpose of proposing an amendment to the
United States Constitution which would require that, in the
absence of a national emergency, the total of the appropriation
made by the Congress for each fiscal year may not exceed the
total of the estimated federal revenues for that year; and be it
further
Resolved, That the legislature of the State of Nevada proposes
that the legislatures of each of the several states apnly to the
Congress to call a constitutional convention for the exclusive
purpose stated in this resolution; and be it further
Resolved, That this application by the legislature of the State of
Nevada constitutes a continuing application in accordance with
article V of the Constitution of the United States until at least

two-thirds of the legislatures of the several states have made
similar applications, but if Congress proposes an amendment to
the Constitution similar to that contained in this resolution before
January 1, 1981, this application for a convention of the several
states shall no longer be of any force; and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be immediately
transmitted by the legislative counsel to the President of the
Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the
United States, to each member of the Nevada congressional
delegation and to the presiding officer of each house of the
legislatures of the several states; and be it further
Resolved, That this resolution shall become effective upon
passage and approval.
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HCR 40 – FINAL VERSION
2012 SESSION
12-2819
05/09
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 40
A RESOLUTION for the purpose of petitioning the Congress of the United States to adopt an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States, for submission to the states, to require, with
certain exceptions, that the federal budget be balanced; or, in the alternative, to call a convention
for the sole and exclusive purpose of proposing a federal balanced budget amendment for
submission to the states for ratification.
SPONSORS: Rep. Ulery, Hills 27; Sen. Carson, Dist 14
COMMITTEE: State-Federal Relations and Veterans Affairs
ANALYSIS
This resolution urges the United States Congress to adopt a balanced budget amendment to the
Constitution of the United States or to call a constitutional convention for the purpose of
proposing a federal balanced budget amendment for ratification by the states.
12-2819
05/09
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand Twelve
A RESOLUTION for the purpose of petitioning the Congress of the United States to adopt an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States, for submission to the states, to require, with
certain exceptions, that the federal budget be balanced; or, in the alternative, to call a convention
for the sole and exclusive purpose of proposing a federal balanced budget amendment for
submission to the states for ratification.
Whereas, with each passing year this nation becomes deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly
and repeatedly exceed available revenues so that the public debt now exceeds $12 trillion; and
Whereas, attempts to limit spending, including the impoundment of funds by the President of the
United States, have resulted in strenuous assertions that the responsibility for appropriations is
the constitutional duty of the Congress; and

Whereas, the annual federal budget repeatedly demonstrates the unwillingness or inability of
both the legislative and executive branches of the federal government to curtail spending to
conform to available revenues; and
Whereas, the unified budget does not reflect actual spending because of the exclusion of special
outlays which are not in the budget; and
Whereas, knowledgeable planning and fiscal prudence require that the budget reflect all federal
spending and that the budget be in balance; and
Whereas, believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal level is one of the greatest economic
threats which faces our nation, we firmly believe that constitutional restraint is necessary to bring
the fiscal discipline needed to reverse this trend; and
Whereas, the mounting debt level is putting our country not only at economic security risk, but it
is opening our country up to a national security risk as our debt level restricts our capacity to act
and shows weakness to our enemies; and
Whereas, under Article V of the Constitution of the United States, amendments to the United
States Constitution may be proposed by the Congress whenever two-thirds of both Houses deem
it necessary, or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of the several states the
Congress shall call a constitutional convention for the purpose of proposing amendments; now,
therefore, be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives, the Senate concurring:
That the New Hampshire general court hereby petitions the Congress of the United States of
America to adopt an amendment to the Constitution of the United States, for submission to the
states for ratification, requiring, with certain exceptions, that for each fiscal year the president of
the United States submit and the Congress of the United States adopt a balanced federal budget;
or
That pursuant to Article V of the Constitution of the United States, the New Hampshire general
court makes application to the Congress of the United States of America to call a convention for
the specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States, for submission to the states for ratification, requiring, with certain exceptions, that for
each fiscal year the president of the United States submit and the Congress of the United States
adopt a balanced federal budget; and
That if Congress adopts, within 90 days after the legislatures of two-thirds of the states have
made application for such convention, an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
similar in subject matter to that contained in this resolution, then this application for a convention
shall no longer be of any force or effect; and

That this application and request be deemed null and void, rescinded, and of no effect in the
event that such convention not be limited to the aforementioned specific and exclusive purpose
of a Federal Balanced Budget Amendment; and
That this application shall be deemed null and void, rescinded, and of no effect in the event the
United States Supreme Court rules that a convention cannot be limited to the subject stated in 34
such applications; and
That this application by the New Hampshire general court constitutes a continuing application in
accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the United States until at least two-thirds of the
Legislatures of the several states have made application for a similar convention pursuant to
Article V or Congress has proposed an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
similar in subject matter to that contained in this concurrent resolution; and
That certified copies of this concurrent resolution be transmitted by the house clerk to the
President of the United States Senate, to the Speaker of the United States House of
Representatives, to each member of the New Hampshire delegation to the Congress, and to the
presiding officer of each house of each state legislature in the United States.
Approved May 16, 2012
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SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION
(New Mexico)
Be it resolved by the legislature of the State of New Mexico:
Whereas, with each passing year this nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenues, so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars; and
Whereas, the annual federal budget continually demonstrates an
unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the federal government to curtail spending to conform
to available revenues; and
Whereas, unified budgets do not reflect actual spending
because of the exclusion of special outlays which are not included
in the budget nor subject to the legal public debt limit; and
Whereas. knowledgeable planning, fiscal prudence and plain
good sense require that the budget reflect all federal spending and
be in balance; and
Whereas, believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
greatest threat which faces our nation, we firmly believe that
ccnstitutional restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal discipline
needed to restore financial responsibility; and
Whereas. under article 5 of the constitution of the United
States, amendments to the federal constitution may be proposed
by the Congress whenever two-thirds of both houses deem it
necessary, or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
the several states, the Congress shall call a constitutional
convention for the purpose of proposing amendments; we believe
such action vital;
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the legislature, of the State of
New Mexico that this body proposes to the congress of the United
States that procedures be instituted in the congress to add a new
article to the constitution of the United States, and that the
legislature of the state of New Mexico requests the congress to
prepare and submit to the several states an amendment to the
constitution of the United States, requiring in the absence of a
national emergency that the total of all federal appropriations
made by the congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total
of all estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year; and
Be it further resolved that, alternatively, this body makes
application and requests that the congress of the United States call
a constitutional convention for the specific and exclusive purpose
of proposing an amendment to the constitution requiring in the
absence of a national emergency that the [*2113] total of all
federal appropriations made by the congress for any fiscal year
may not exceed the total of all estimated federal revenues for that
fiscal year; and

Be it further resolved that this body also proposes that the
legislatures of each of the several states comprising the United
States apply to the Congress requesting the enactment of an
appropriate amendment to the federal constitution; or requiring
the congress to call a constitutional convention for proposing such
an amendment to the federal constitution; and
Be it further resolved that copies of this resolution be sent by
the secretary of state to the members of New Mexico's delegation
to the Congress of the United States; and
Be it further resolved that the secretary of state of this state is
directed to send copies of this joint resolution to the secretary of
state and presiding officers of both houses of the legislature of
each of the other states in the union, the clerk of the United States
house of representatives, Washington, D. C. and the secretary of
the United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
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[General Assembly of North Carolina, Session 1979, Ratified
Bill Resolution 5]
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 1
A Joint resolution applying to the Congress of the United States
to call a convention to propose an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States to require a balanced Federal budget
Whereas, believing that inflation is the most serious problem
facing the people of the United States, and the primary cause of
inflation is unchecked federal spending; and
Whereas, the State of North Carolina is required by its
Constitution to have a' balanced budget, and has long operated on
a sound fiscal basis which the federal government would be
well-served to emulate; and
Whereas, under Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, amendments to the federal Constitution may be proposed
by the Congress whenever two-thirds of both houses deem it
necessary, or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
the several states, the Congress shall call a Constitutional
Convention for the purpose of proposing amendments which shall
be valid when ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the
several states or by conventions in three-fourths thereof;
Whereas, by Resolution 97 of the General Assembly, ratified
July 1, 1977, the Congress was requested to submit an amendment
to the states to require a balanced federal budget, but the Congress
has failed to act; Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate, the House of Representatives
concurring:
SECTION 1. That the Congress of the United States is
requested to propose and submit to the states an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States which would require that, in the
absence of a national emergency, the federal budget be balanced
each fiscal year within four years after the amendment is ratified
by the various states.
SEC. 2. That, alternatively, this body respectfully petitions the
Congress of the United States to call a convention for the
exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States to require a balanced federal budget in the
absence of a national emergency.
[*3311] SEC. 3. That this application constitutes a continuing
application in accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the
United States until at least two-thirds cf the legislatures of the
several states have made similar applications pursuant to Article
V, or until this application is rescinded by the General Assembly
of North Carolina; but if Congress proposes an amendment to the
Constitution identical in subject matter to that contained in this
joint resolution before January 1, 1980, this petition for a
Constitutional Convention shall no longer be of any effect.

SEC. 4. That this application and request be deemed rescinded
in the event that the convention 'is not limited to the subject
matter of this application.
SEC. 5. That since this application under Article V of the
Constitution of the United States is the exercise of a fundamental
power of the sovereign states under the Constitution of the United
States, it is requested that receipt of this application by the Senate
and the House of Representatives of the United States Congress
be officially noted and duly entered upon their respective records,
and that the full context of this resolution be published in the
official publication of both -the Senate and the House of
Representatives of the Congress.
SEC. 6. That copies of this resclution be sent to the Secretaries
of State, -presiding officers of all state legislatures in the Union,
.the Clerk of the United States House of Representatives, the
Secretary of the United States Senate, and each member of the
North Carolina Congressional delegation.
SEC. 7. This resolutin is effective upon ratification.
In the General Assembly read three times and ratified, this the
29th day of January, 1979.
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Ohio

As Adopted by the House & Senate
130th General Assembly
Regular Session
2013-2014
Am. S. J. R. No. 5
Senator Faber
Cosponsors: Senators Burke, LaRose, Coley, Schaffer, Hite, Beagle, Patton, Eklund, Hughes, Manning,
Balderson, Seitz, Oelslager, Uecker, Peterson, Obhof, Jones, Bacon, Gardner, Lehner, Widener
Representatives Adams, R., Anielski, Blair, Blessing, Boose, Brown, Buchy, Burkley, Conditt, Derickson,
Dovilla, Duffey, Grossman, Hackett, Hagan, C., Hall, Hayes, Hill, Hottinger, Huffman, Johnson, Kunze,
Maag, McClain, McGregor, Retherford, Roegner, Romanchuk, Rosenberger, Ruhl, Scherer, Schuring,
Sears, Smith, Stautberg, Stebelton, Terhar, Wachtmann Speaker Batchelder
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------A JOINT RESOLUTION
Urging the Congress of the United States to propose a balanced budget amendment to the United States
Constitution and applying to the Congress, pursuant to Article V of the United States Constitution, to call
a convention for proposing a balanced budget amendment.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF OHIO:
The General Assembly of the State of Ohio urges the Congress of the United States to propose a
balanced budget amendment to the United States Constitution and hereby applies to the Congress,
under the provisions of Article V of the United States Constitution, for the calling of a convention of the
states limited to proposing an amendment to the United States Constitution requiring that in the
absence of a national emergency the total of all federal appropriations made by the Congress for any
fiscal year may not exceed the total of all estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year, together with
any related and appropriate fiscal restraints; and
It is the intention of the General Assembly that matters shall not be considered at the convention
that do not pertain to an amendment requiring that, in the absence of a national emergency, the total
of all federal appropriations made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of all
estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year, together with any related and appropriate fiscal
restraints; and be it further
RESOLVED, The Secretary of State is hereby directed to transmit copies of this application to the
President and Secretary of the Senate and to the Speaker and Clerk of the House of Representatives of
the Congress, and copies to the members of the Senate and House of Representatives from the State of

Ohio; also to transmit copies of this application to the presiding officers of each of the legislative houses
of the several states, requesting their cooperation; and be it further
RESOLVED, This application is to be considered as covering the balanced budget amendment
language of the presently outstanding balanced budget applications from other states, including
previously adopted applications from Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Texas. This application shall be aggregated with those other applications for
the purpose of attaining the two-thirds of states necessary to require the calling of a convention for
proposing a balanced budget amendment, but shall not be aggregated with any applications on any
other subject; and be it further
RESOLVED, If the convention called by the Congress is not limited to considering a balanced budget
amendment, then any delegates, representatives, or participants from the State of Ohio asked to
participate in the convention are authorized to debate and vote only on a proposed amendment or
amendments to the United States Constitution requiring that in the absence of a national emergency
the total of all federal appropriations made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total
of all estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year, together with any related and appropriate fiscal
restraints; and be it further
RESOLVED, This application constitutes a continuing application in accordance with Article V of the
United States Constitution until the legislatures of at least two-thirds of the several states have made
applications on the same subject or the Congress has proposed an amendment to the United States
Constitution equivalent to the amendment proposed in this resolution. This application supersedes all
previous applications by the General Assembly of the State of Ohio on the same subject.
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RESOLUTION No. 236
(Pennsylvania)
Whereas, Requesting appropriate action by the Congress, either
acting by consent of two-thirds of both Houses or, upon the
application of the Legislatures of two-thirds of the several states,
calling a Constitutional Convention to propose an amendment to
the Federal Constitution to require, with certain exceptions, that
the total of all Federal appropriations may not exceed the total of
all estimated Federal revenues in any fiscal year.
Whereas, With each passing year this Nation becomes more
deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenues, so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars; and
Whereas, The annual Federal budget continually demonstrates
an unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the Federal Government to curtail spending to
conform to available revenues; and
Whereas, Unified budgets do not reflect actual spending
because of the exclusion of special outlays which are not included
in the budget nor subject to the legal public debt limit; and
Whereas, Knowledgeable planning, fiscal prudence, and plain
good sense require that the budget reflect all Federal spending and
be in balance; and
Whereas, Believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the Federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
greatest threat which faces our Nation, we firmly believe that
constitutional restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal discipline
needed to restore financial responsibility; and
Where-as, Under Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, amendments to the Federal Constitution may be proposed
by the Congress whenever two-thirds of both Houses deem it
necessary, or on the application of the Legislatures of two-thirds
of the several states the Congress shall call a Constitutional
Convention for the purpose of proposing amendments. We believe
some such action vital; therefore be it
Resolved (The Senate concurring), That the General Assembly
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania proposes to the Congress
of the United States that procedures be instituted in the Congress
to add a new article to the Constitution of the United States, and
that the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
requests the Congress to prepare and submit to the several states
an amendment to the Constitution of the United States, requiring
in the absence of a national emergency that the total of all Federal
appropriations made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not
exceed the total of all estimated Federal revenues for that fiscal
year; and be it further
Resolved That, alternatively, the General Assembly of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania makes application and requests
that the Congress of the United States call a Constitutional
Convention for the specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an
amendment to the Federal Constitution requiring [*2114] in the
absence of a national emergency that the total of all Federal
appropriations made by the Congress for any fiscal year may not
exceed the total of all estimated Federal revenues for that fiscal
year; and be it further
Resolved, That the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania also proposes that the Legislatures of each of the
several states comprising the United States apply to the Congress
requesting the enactment of an appropriate amendment to the
Federal Constitution; or requiring the Congress to call a
Constitutional Convention for proposing such an amendment to
the federal Constitution; and be It further
Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the members
of the Congress from Pennsylvania; and be it further
Resolved, That the Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives
send copies of this joint resolution to the Secretary of State and
presiding officers of both Houses of the Legislature of each of the
other states in the Union, the Clerk of the United States House of
Representatives, Washington, D. C. and the Secretary of the
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
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Tennessee

Passed By the House and the Senate
March 10, 2014

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 548
By Powers

A RESOLUTION to make application to the Congress of the
United States pursuant to Article V of the United
States Constitution to call a constitutional
convention for the sole purpose of proposing a
balanced budget amendment and other related
fiscal restraints.
WHEREAS, Article V of the United States Constitution requires the United States
Congress to call a constitutional convention upon application of two-thirds of the legislatures of
the several states for the purpose of proposing amendments to the United States Constitution;
now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ONE HUNDRED
EIGHTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE, THE SENATE
CONCURRING, that the Congress of the United States is directed to call a constitutional
convention limited to proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States requiring
that in the absence of a national emergency the total of all Federal appropriations made by the
Congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of all estimated Federal revenues for that
fiscal year, together with any related and appropriate fiscal restraints.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this application is to be considered as covering the
same subject matter as the presently-outstanding balanced budget applications from other
states, including, but not limited to, previously-adopted applications from Alabama, Alaska,
Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Texas;
and that this application shall be aggregated with such applications for the purpose of attaining
the two-thirds of states necessary to require the calling of a convention, but shall not be
aggregated with any applications on any other subject.
HJR0548
008769
-1-

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this application constitutes a continuing application in
accordance with Article V of the Constitution of the United States until at least two-thirds of the
legislatures of the several states have made applications for similar relief pursuant to Article V.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution be sent to the Honorable
Joseph R. Biden, Jr., Vice President of the United States and President of the U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.; the Honorable John Boehner, Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.; to each member of the United States Senate and House of Representatives
from Tennessee; and to the Archivist of the United States.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution also be sent to the presiding
officers of the other state legislative bodies in the United States, with the request that the other
states join Tennessee in applying to Congress to call a constitutional convention for the limited
purpose proposed in this resolution.
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POM-95. A concurrent resolution adopted by the Legislature of
the State of Texas; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
[*5224] "HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 31
"Whereas, With each passing year this nation becomes more
deeply In debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
available revenues, so that the public debt now exceeds hundreds
of billions of dollars; and
"Whereas, The annual federal budget continually demonstrates
an unwillingness or inability of both the legislative and executive
branches of the federal government to curtail spending to conform
to available revenues; and
"Whereas, Unified budgets do not reflect actual spending
because of the exclusion of special outlays which are not included
in the budget nor subject to the legal public debt limit; and
"Whereas, Knowledgeable planning, fiscal prudence, and plain
good sense require that the budget reflect all federal spending and
be in balance; and
"Whereas, Believing that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal
level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
greatest threat which faces our nation, we firmly believe that
constitutional restraint is necessary to bring the fiscal discipline
needed to restore financial responsibility; and
"Whereas, Under Article V of the Constitution of the United
States, amendments to the federal constitution may be proposed
by the congress whenever two-thirds of both houses deem it
necessary, or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
the several states the congress shall call a constitutional
convention for the sole purpose of proposing amendments. We
believe such action vital; now, therefore, be it
"Resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of
Texas, the Senate concurring, That the 65th Legislature propose to
the Congress of the United States that procedures be instituted in
the Congress to add a new article to the Constitution of the United
States, and that the State of Texas request the congress to prepare
and submit to the several states an amendment to the Constitution
of the United States requiring, in the absence of a national
emergency, that the total of all federal appropriations made by the
congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of all
estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year; and, be it further
"Resolved, That alternatively, this body request that the
Congress of the United States call a constitutional convention for
the specific and exclusive purpose of proposing an amendment to
the federal constitution requiring in the absence of a national
emergency that the total of all federal appropriations made by the
congress for any fiscal year may not exceed the total of all
estimated federal revenues for that fiscal year; and, be it further
"Resolved, That this body also propose that the legislatures of

each of the several states comprising the United States apply to
the congress requesting the enactment of an appropriate
amendment to the federal constitution; or requiring the congress
to call a constitutional convention for proposing such an
amendment to the federal constitution; and, be it further
"Resolved, That official copies of this resolution be prepared
and forwarded to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of
the House of Representatives of the United States Congress and to
all members of the Texas delegation to congress; and, be it further
"Resolved, That official copies of this resolution also be
prepared and forwarded to the secretaries of state and to the
presiding officers of the legislatures of the other states with the
request that they join this state in making application to the United
States Congress to call a convention for proposing the
aforementioned amendment to the United States Constitution."
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